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PARTICIPANTS - PROFILE



Profile of Attendees

 Being the host country, Nigeria has the largest number of participants (68%) followed by Ghana 
(19%) .  About 40% of non members are willing to become APRA   members.  

 Security issues in Nigeria currently may have hindered the volume of registration this  year. 
Most participants felt  if  the event was held in Lagos,  it would have pulled more crowd.
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SATISFACTION SCORES



Results shows that the quality of 
speakers and the papers they presented 
met the expectations of all participants 
largely.

Registration was seen as seamless though 
participants frowned at some inadequacies on  
the first day mainly with conference 
materials not arriving on time. However, 
Venue  was perceived as a good choice overall 
though the technical aspects could be better.

Poor ratings on the quality of food, 
hospitality and the way time was 
managed. Participants were also 
expecting a huge turn out of attendees 
however, there was low turnout.
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The Children’s day initiative is a good way to give back to the 
public.

Very spacious venue. Serene environment.

The concept of having the conference in Calabar is laudable.

We love the interaction between countries and an
opportunity to network.

Good food and great weather.

Quality of speakers with the sessions having depth,  making
it very interesting and interactive.

Likes – APRA 2016

Most of the mentions centered round the quality of speakers and how interactive the sessions are. The weather was 
favorable and the fact that it was an opportunity to interact and network was appreciated.

**Open ended responses: Percentages of mentions is calculated 
(number of times mentioned). Percentages are the based on the 

number of participants.
**Please note that a participant can mention several things.



Poor organization at some point partly the event center’s fault.

Hospitality could be better managed.

No inclusion of break out sessions in the program.

Calabar night out was a flop.

The website does not have enough information for delegates.

Conference documents was not shared on time.
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Top on the list of dislikes is that Delegate’s felt 
the event was poorly organized at some point 
(30%) and that Hospitality could have been 

better (25%).

Dislikes - APRA 2016

**Open ended responses: Percentages of mentions is calculated 
(number of times mentioned). Percentages are the based on the 

number of participants.
**Please note that a participant can mention several things.



FACULTY RATINGS
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Highest ratings for the Faculty 
goes to Mr. Justin Green with 4.9 
points out of 5. He talked about 

‘The Benefits of hosting 
international events for Country 

Branding.
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Summary
 Overall, on a scale of 1 to 5, participants rated the conference 

‘Good’, i.e. 3 out of 5. 
 Participants were elated at the choice of speakers for the event. 

They felt it was of a high quality with each session interesting 
and very interactive. The topic of discussion was also seen as 
relevant and very timely.

 Generally, even with the low turnout as participants perceived 
which was due to so many factors i.e. security issues, etc., they 
were satisfied with the Registration, though they frowned at 
some hitches in the beginning. Overall, participants still gave it a 
whopping 4.1 out of 5. The quality of food for some and 
hospitality however could be better managed.

 The choice of location was applauded; it was seen as serene and 
very spacious. The weather was favourable and participants had 
the opportunity to network with great choices of food.

 Some dislikes were on the poor organization perceived, non-
inclusion of break- out sessions in the program and the Calabar
night which did not hold as planned.  
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